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Moving up to the new WE 1010NA Weller® WE 1010 welding station is the next in our line of reliable and easy-to-use welding stations. As the most powerful welding station in its class, WE1010NA reliably provides high quality joints every time. The total cost of ownership is low and many applications make it the perfect choice for
professionals, hobby takes and beginners. We1010NA digital welding station is equipped with WEP 70 welding iron, welding head and rest safely so that you can power it and jump right into your welding project. The most powerful in its class This 70-watt welding station boasts 40 percent more power than 50-watt models of the same
type. The additional power allows WE1010NA to heat up in less than 30 seconds so that it is ready to use almost immediately. Instead of waiting for your welding iron to reach the required temperature, you can maximize your time to get the job done faster and more efficiently. WE1010NA also provides faster recovery times to power
through any project. Produce high quality RESULTS WE1010NA with temperature lock ensures stable heat level is maintained throughout welding work. This excellent temperature stabilization of +/- 10 degrees Fahrenheit or 6 degrees Celsius provides more uniform welding joints and a higher quality final product overall. You can rely on
consistent results every time you use WE1010NA. With password protection, you can secure and maintain your pre-set temperature to further ensure quality results. The temperature stabilization features of WE1010NA also protect the welding head and components for longer use. Easy to use This high-performance welding iron is simple
to use with an easy-to-read LCD screen and button navigation. WE1010NA has a front panel power switch for easy access. The digital LCD display clearly displays the preset temperature for easy tracking, while the up and down arrow buttons allow for simple temperature adjustments. Use the menu button to set a timeout, adjust offset,
or switch between Fahrenheit and Celsius. By holding down the menu button, you can join the lock function to ensure your preset temperature. These intuitive menu controls allow new users to feel comfortable with WE1010NA instantly so you can focus on honing your craft. The comfortable DESIGN WE1010NA comes with a lightweight
and comfortable 70 watt welding iron to use. The pencil-like design allows for more accuracy in detailed welding tasks, while the cast copper grip prevents operator fatigue in longer projects. Energy saving features When not in use, WE1010NA automatically sets the temperature back to save energy. This auto reset feature increases the
life of the welding head and protects the device. WE1010NA also has a standby mode that poweres down to the station for a set of when not in use after a certain period of time. This timeout can be adjusted from one to 99 minutes. Standby mode is also a useful safety feature so that the device is not at extremely high temperatures when
30% is not required to monitor. Improved safety features Each component of the WE1010NA welding station is ESD safe, including iron and cable, so you can feel comfortable handling the device. Silicon cables meet the highest industry standards of mechanical durability and are both flexible and heat- withstand. The station and welding
iron have also received certificates of electrical safety compliance to increase peace of mind. When storing your iron, rely on the safe reinforce rest of WE1010NA to improve stability. High quality and easy to change welding tips No matter your welding project, you can find the right tip for your WE1010NA from the wide choice of family tip
ET. Choose from a variety of chiseled, round, conical, measured and gullwing tips in the size you need for your work, and enjoy the benefits of affordable, long-lasting and high-quality Weller ET tips. WE1010NA also makes it easy to change welding tips without any additional tools. All you need to do is twist the plastic beads on the
welding iron by hand. Designed for education Because of its ease of use and professional quality performance, WE1010NA is perfect for educational purposes. The handy design of the welding iron makes it easy to hold and handle, while its simple display and navigation provide the perfect platform for welding apprenticeships.
We1010NA's advanced safety features help students over the age of 8 as well as those with little or no previous acceptable welding experience. Cost-effective welding Iron In general, WE1010NA has a low total operating cost and is affordable to maintain. WE1010NA's energy-saving features help reduce operating costs. The ET welding
tips are affordable to buy and boast long service life, which means reducing costs for alternative tips as well. These low costs reinforce the value of WE1010NA as the perfect welding iron for beginners, hobbyers or for educational purposes. WE1010NA at a glance: The strongest 70 watt welding iron in the premium temperature stability
class gives the best quality results Visual navigation and clear LCD screen Comfortable and safe for many skill levels High quality welding applications cost effective of Weller WE1010NA For its outstanding performance , WE1010NA is a great choice for many professional welding jobs. Its simple design also makes WE1010NA perfect for
those with advanced preferences and those with little experience with welding. Here are a few recommended apps for WE1010NA: Simple Electronic Work: WE1010NA designed for in welding PCB components and other electronic projects. Use this welding station for hobby electronic projects or in education, such as robotics classes or
other technology courses. WE1010NA works excellently with electronic kits and cable assembly, as well as low voltage wiring. However, WE1010NA is not recommended for heat dissipation welding or ground aircraft. Home repair: Because it is easy to use, WE1010NA is perfect for repairing small devices or engines. Use WE1010NA to
repair wire connections or joint patches efficiently and quickly. WE1010NA is a great option if you want to build your own computer or repair your home electronics. Crafts: WE1010NA is perfect for those with advanced hoies or those just getting started. This welding station can be used for a variety of manual projects, such as colored
glass or small metal projects. Despite its extensive application for professional projects and small preferences, the WE1010NA digital welding station is not recommended for more significant welding projects, such as marine, automotive or aerospace. If working in these industries, discover our WX welding stations designed for special
welding missions and high performance. WE1010NA is also not suitable for jewelry, metal art or plumbing. For these applications, consider our WT series for an affordable welding iron with many special features of the WX series. Tips for operating WE1010NA This high-performance digital welding station is built to last and deliver quality
results over and over again. For best results, users should perform proper processing and regular maintenance of their WE1010NA welding station. Before each use, verify that the cable and plug are properly connected and that all moving parts are in good working condition. Store your welding station in a secure location to avoid damage
when not in use. When you turn off your WE1010NA power, make sure it's off before plugging in. Before first heating the welding head, cover it with welding to remove any oxide coating that may have formed during storage. The welding head should also be properly coated during extended breaks and before storing the welding station.
Here are a few other tips to ensure the best performance of your WE1010NA: Use as low a working temperature as possible for your welding. Use as big of a welding tip as possible for your project. Do not use mechanical force on the head when welding. Do not use positive througho-flowing characters. Store welding stations out of
moisture and direct sunlight. Use Only Weller accessories and antho assists to prevent damage. For more operational tips and safety procedures, refer to the WE1010NA user guide. WE1010NA vs. WES51/WESD51 for WES51 and WESD51, WE1010NA provides improved performance and ease of use. This upgraded model replaces
simple wheel adjustment WES51 with a user-friendly digital LCD screen and intuitive button navigation. WE1010NA adds safety features to protect the equipment and ensure consistent and reliable welding. Here are a few highlights of the advantages of the new WE1010NA: More intuitive navigation: The digital LCD screen allows for
easy temperature monitoring, while button navigation makes adjusting presets and compensating simple. Set a temperature lock or adjust the timeout by pressing the button. Add safety with password protection: Protect your temperature settings with a password key to ensure consistent quality and performance. Energy saving and
equipment protection: WE1010NA adds standby mode and auto reset to save energy when the station is not in use. More powerful: THE WE1010NA has a 70 watt welded iron 40 percent stronger than the 50-watt WES51 model. Larger temperature range: With a temperature range extending from 200 to 850 degrees Fahrenheit,
WE1010NA provides precise welding at temperatures lower than WES51, offering a smaller range of 350 to 850 degrees Fahrenheit. Better temperature accuracy: WE1010NA boasts a temperature accuracy of +/- 9 degrees Fahrenheit or +/- 5 degrees Celsius, while WES51 offers +/- 10 degrees Fahrenheit or +/- 6 degrees Celsius
accuracy. More comfortable use: With the handy, pencil-like design of the WEP70 iron, we1010NA is even more comfortable than the PES51 welding iron of the WES51/WESD51 welding stations. This reduces operator fatigue and improves performance. Buy your WE1010NA welding station today The new Weller WE1010NA builds on
the reliability and performance of WES51 and WESD51 to produce an even more efficient and easy-to-use welding station. This upgrade model offers safer, more comfortable welding so you can get superior results no matter the project. Enjoy faster hot temperatures and consistent temperature stabilization to produce great results for
your welding project. When you upgrade your old WES51/WESD51 or other welding station, you can earn a $20 discount on the new WE1010NA through participating distributors. Buy your WE1010NA welding station today to start enjoying exceptional and simple welding performance. About Weller Founded in 1945, Weller has become
one of the most trusted names in welding technology. After invented and produced the first instant hot welding gun, Weller continued to strive for innovation and excellence. As a global market leader in manual welding technology, the Weller brand represents expertise in a variety of technologies, including extraction systems, precision
tools and solutions involving bolts, fasteners and robots. We provide efficient welding solutions for industry and commerce and provide easy and interesting equipment to use while high quality results. Results.
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